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My trip consisted of a week stopover in New York, just under two months in the UK, a 

spontaneous digression in Venice (felt obliged to strike out somewhere else in Europe, being so 

ridiculously close), and a week between Amiens and Paris. My application for the award, and the 

main purposes of my trip, consisted of encountering different rehearsal methodologies, 

exposure to the work (and standard of work) currently being produced in the UK, and research 

into ways in which theatrical magic and narrative-driven theatre can interface more often and 

more effectively. In addition, fortuitously, just before my trip, the Bell Shakespeare Company 

had cast me in their upcoming production of Henry V, which was to begin rehearsals two weeks 

after I returned. I was therefore provided the rare opportunity of researching the play in the 

country in which it was first performed, and in the locations in which it takes place.  

 

Lexi Sekuless, a former BBM Award recipient, was immeasurably helpful in suggesting 

companies, offering theatre advice, and generally giving some focus to my London theatre-going 

pursuits. Lexi also put me in touch with Jess Chambers, whom she met while they were both 

studying at the Central School of Speech and Drama, and who was just about to commence work 

as our voice and dialect coach on Henry V. Jeff Janisheski, Head of Acting at NIDA, and Katerina 

Moraitis, Head of Voice at same, were both instrumental in connecting me with directors, 

companies, and teachers, and suggesting ports of call and essential pilgrimages.  

 

Up front, this was my first experience travelling solo for any extended period of time, and the 

first determining my own itinerary. Flexibility, and having no one to blame but myself for 

unforseen errors and miscalculations, were two major thrills. STA Travel at Bondi Junction 

talked me through the pros and cons of a direct flight vs. an around the world ticket, and put up 

with my pedantic questions and vacillation. I’d recommend them, or any STA Travel branch, for 

all your flight-booking, itinerary-crafting needs.  

 

New York was just incredible; to be walking through Central Park, breakfast in hand, in the 

snow, past the Delacorte Theatre and Bethesda Fountain (the obligatory Tony Kushner 

pilgrimage)... surreal, to say the least. Had a lovely lunch with Paul Peers, an opera and theatre 

director who works in the US and Canada, at Eisenberg's Sandwich Shop near the Flatiron 

Building, who brought me up to speed on exciting work happening both around New York and 



in London. I was also able to observe Suzuki and Viewpoints rehearsals at SITI Company; their 

work struck me as like the relationship between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 

systems – extraordinary technical precision and discipline, but simultaneously completely 

spontaneous, open, playful. They both need to be in play, unconsciously; committed, precise, but 

not held or tense, knowing you will respond in the ‘right’, fullest way, no matter what. While 

we’re here, just on the point of observation: nearly every company, director, theatre and 

institution I contacted was accommodating, and very happy to answer my questions and in 

many cases take time to meet face-to-face. My advice: always reach out and ask. You never know 

where it will lead.  

 

My week in NYC was, in retrospect a blur, but an incredibly inspiring, fascinating blur 

nonetheless. Stayed on a friend’s couch, in an apartment on Central Park West (otherwise my 

trip would have been significantly shorter), but feel like I never stopped moving: the 9/11 

Memorial and Wall Street, Brooklyn Bridge and City Hall, Grand Central Station, paid my 

respects to George M. Cohan in Times Square, Fantasma Magic (and a chance encounter with the 

world’s greatest coin magician), Tannen’s Magic, Soho, Dean & Deluca, a post-theatre drink 

among the caricatures at Sardi’s, ducking into the nearest Starbucks (one never has to go far) 

whenever in need of WiFi, and seven shows in as many days:  

 

 

 Wild matinee at the Lincoln Centre of an odd, Texas - born combination of Busby 

Berkeley and Pygmalion called Stop Hitting Yourself. Don't think the older Sunday crowd 

quite knew what to make of it, but great fun.  

 Sleep No More – Immersive, ‘promenade’ theatre in Chelsea  

 No Man's Land with Ian McKellen and Patrick Stewart at the Cort Theatre  

 All the Way with Bryan Cranston (who later won the Tony for this performance), at the 

Neil Simon  

 Cherry Jones and Zachary Quinto both heartbreaking in The Glass Menagerie  

 Mark Rylance was a disturbingly beautiful, unpredictable Kabuki-inspired Olivia in 

Twelfth Night, and an unconventionally jolly Richard in Richard III: among the most 

extraordinary, life-changing performances I’ve had the privilege of seeing  

 

Also managed to sample quintessential New York gastronomic delights: salmon and cream 

cheese bagel at Ess-a-Bagel, banana pudding from Magnolia Bakery, Grimaldi's Pizza, 

Momofuku, Brick Lane Curry House in the East Village, Bistro Les Halles, and a crime-against-

God sandwich at the Carnegie Deli. Caught up with a stage manager friend from NIDA, who was 



in town assisting Robert Wilson on The Life and Death of Marina Abramovic, for a drink in Hell’s 

Kitchen. Squeezed in a frantic hour at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and a visit to Top of the 

Rock, before flying out of JFK an hour before snow grounded all flights.  

 

On to London, and the main body and purpose of my journey. After crawling out of Heathrow 

with the early morning arrivals, found my way to Paddington station (recommend the 

Heathrow Express train), then to my hotel near Marble Arch – the Gloucester Place Hotel; clean, 

comfortable and, despite perilously steep and vertiginous stairs up to my room, recommended 

for any London stopover. I spent the bulk of my UK time staying with family friends near St 

Albans, catching the train into London most days, so accommodation didn’t eat into the BBM 

funds too much. London tends to bankrupt you very quickly; couch-surfing, or AirBnB/Agoda 

recommended for good budget options.  

 

Following my first week in London, I spent three days in Blackpool for the magic convention. 

Quite an experience as towns go; rundown, glitzy, echoes of a bygone era. Stayed in clichéd 

seaside hotel, complete with front conservatory and slot machines. I felt very British. The 

convention itself was overwhelming, providing me the opportunity to meet artists I have 

admired for years, and so much magic of all types and colours; good, excellent, and hilariously 

bad, but all educational. While in London I also enjoyed several long afternoons conducting 

research in the library of the Magic Circle, mainly into the work of David Devant at the Egyptian 

Hall, combining narrative dramatic storytelling and illusion. Being the oldest magical society in 

the world, the overwhelming sense was of secrecy, Willy Wonka-esque whimsy and mystery, 

and privileged knowledge…that said, the magicians there were very generous.  

 

I sat in on the first dress rehearsal of a Third Year production, Festen, based on the Thomas 

Winterburg film, at the Central School of Speech and Drama, thanks to Catherine Alexander, 

head of their Collaborative and Devised Theatre course. Apart from being impressed with the 

standard of work and technique (mercifully not a universe apart from the standard one might 

see at NIDA or WAAPA), and galvanised by Catherine’s assertion that the work of Jacques Lecoq, 

Stanislavsky, and the study of animals were all very compatible in actor-training, it was 

fascinating and comforting to hear familiar terms and methodologies being employed; to realise 

that, fundamentally, this industry speaks the same language, even across continents. Their sense 

of ease and playfulness was wonderful to watch, with some genuinely shocking, stunningly real 

and raw moments. Catherine led me through the performance with occasional commentary; 

“About 2 weeks ago, they really committed. Now they seemed to have pulled back a bit, thinking 

‘Oh no, that’s too bold’”, etc. Also had lunch with a young Australian actor currently in his third 



year there. Lexi put me in contact with him; coincidentally, we have mutual friends through 

Sydney and NIDA - a small world indeed.  

 

Rounding out my time in the UK were Westminster Abbey (visiting the tomb of Henry V; the 

library/archival staff were also very helpful, providing me photos of his shield, armour, and 

other relics), the National Portrait Gallery (shocking, beautiful exhibit of WWI portraiture), the 

British Museum, Hampton Court Palace (had spent the previous year helping on-and-off with 

the development of a new play set here, so was a wonderful opportunity to get a sense of the 

place), terrific lectures from A.C. Grayling and Ben Okri at the Oxford Literary Festival. Spent 

three days in Stratford-upon-Avon, touring Shakespeare’s Birthplace, Hall’s Croft, Anne 

Hathaway’s Cottage, the Grammar School, soaking up the atmosphere, and seeing the RSC on 

their home turf; in this case, Antony Sher’s Falstaff in Henry IV Part I. Met a lovely tour guide at 

Hall’s Croft, who turned out not only to be a theatre buff, amateur actor, and married to a 

director, but had an extensive knowledge of Australian theatre, and was a huge admirer of 

Caroline O’Connor – forty minutes or so dedicated to swapping quotations and talking theatre; 

about ten to the history of the 400-year-old living room in which we stood.  

 

My final week in London involved a workshop with Complicite, on methods for devising as an 

ensemble. Billed as ‘for performers at the start of their careers’, I met about a dozen young 

artists of various disciplines from the UK, France, Italy, Germany, and America. While the 

coursework itself gave me awful flashbacks to many a NIDA movement class – not entirely a 

comforting thing – it was invaluable to revisit certain techniques, to ‘tune up’ before going into 

rehearsal back in Sydney, and fascinating to encounter different approaches and try to identify 

national ‘styles’.  

 

Shows seen in the UK:  

 

 Henry V with Jude Law, at the Noel Coward Theatre  

 Ellen Terry with Eileen Atkins – Recreation of a lecture that Terry used to tour with, at 

the new Sam Wanamaker Playhouse at Shakespeare’s Globe  

 Being Shakespeare with Simon Callow – Wandered out of the Leicester Square Odeon 

and stumbled upon this, booked tickets there and then for the next day  

 The Mystae at Hampstead Theatre  

 Henry IV Part I at the RSC in Stratford – Antony Sher’s dark, wicked take on Falstaff  

 Richard Eyre's production of Ghosts, with Lesley Manville  

 Simon Russell Beale's King Lear at the National,  



 Ghost Stories, a hilarious, genuinely terrifying show created by Andy Nyman  

 Red Velvet at the Tricycle Theatre, with Adrian Lester  

 A Masterclass lecture by Dame Diana Rigg, at the Theatre Royal Haymarket  

 Angela Lansbury sublime in Blithe Spirit, at the Gielgud Theatre  

 The Weir, with Brian Cox, at Wyndham’s Theatre  

 Birdland, Simon Stephens’ latest play, at the Royal Court  

 Let the Right One In, at the Apollo  

 A new Alan Ayckbourn play at the Theatre Royal in Windsor  

 The Sam Wanamaker Festival at the Globe; graduating students from England's major 

drama schools presenting Shakespeare scene work to an audience of agents, directors, 

and the public. Mind-blowing energy from the audience at the Globe, only thing I can 

think to compare it to is a rock concert. This was the final piece of theatre I saw in 

London.  

 

At a certain point I ended up rebelling against the opportunity to see more theatre, and spent a 

week on my own in Venice; this spur-of-the-moment trip was a very important decision. I got on 

the plane with no fixed plan, having never been to Italy or spoken the language in my life, and 

nothing waiting for me except a hotel room near Piazza San Marco. Getting lost down countless 

laneways, eating regional delicacies and bizarre gelato in hidden courtyards, improving my 

Italian, mind-blowing paintings at the Gallerie dell'Accademia, exploring the Jewish Ghetto, and 

simply the magic of the city itself, are things I’ll carry with me for a very long time. Difficult to 

believe it's a real place; dark, mysterious, like something out of a fantasy. This tangent wasn’t 

without performative benefit, however; saw an extraordinary Vivaldi recital by Interpreti 

Veneziani in Chiesa di San Vidal. Spent a wonderful sun-drenched afternoon strolling around 

Burano; one of the best days I can remember having, and will hold onto the memory whenever 

I'm feeling too down.  

 

Caught the Eurostar to Paris on Monday 7th April, and navigated my way to Amiens without too 

much panic. The next day was spent touring the Agincourt battlefield and surrounding areas; a 

surreal, thrilling, eerie thing to stand in the spot I’d read about and imagined for so many 

months (Hopefully, of course, some of that is absorbed by osmosis and emerges in rehearsal in a 

practical, observable way! Not always the case…). At last, back to Paris, where five days were 

characterised by walking the city, reflecting on the trip as a whole, and wondering what was 

waiting for me back in Sydney. The final performance I saw on the journey was a children’s 

marionette show at the Jardin du Luxembourg; a lovely, oddly appropriate conclusion to what 

had been a far-reaching, eclectic theatre education.  



 

The BBM Drama Award enabled me to undertake one of the most challenging, horizon-

expanding journeys of my life thus far. At its most fundamental level it gave me freedom; to 

create my own program of study, to go wherever I felt I had to go, and to be entirely flexible 

within that framework, buoyed by the theatre, classes, artists, and cities I encountered. 30 

theatre productions, including a handful of truly great performances that will stay with me for 

the rest of my life, 7 major cities and towns, workshops, lectures, the world's largest magic 

convention, rehearsal observation, separate chance meetings with two of the world's greatest 

magicians, navigational mishaps and triumphs, and most crucially, independence, expanding 

personal boundaries, overcoming fears and anxieties, and taking charge of my own path. As 

extraordinary the content of my trip was, I think the real benefit, which I am only beginning to 

understand, is the trip itself; the opportunity to strike out on one's own, to embrace and further 

strengthen the philosophy of being a self-motivated artist and person that NIDA encouraged.  

 

Food Recommendations: 

New York:  

 Ma Peche/Momofuku – Korean-French-American wonderfulness…with bakery/milk bar 

attached!  

 Bistro Les Halles  

 Grimaldi’s Pizza  

 Magnolia Bakery – earth-shattering banana pudding, mutant muffins, cakes, cookies, 

good coffee  

 Brick Lane Curry House – Indian in the East Village  

 Ess-a-Bagel  

 Bouchon Bakery – at the Time Warner Center; coffee and pastries  

London:  

 Cork and Bottle, Leicester Square – terrific underground wine bar, with incredible 

cheese cabinet  

 Koya – excellent Japanese restaurant in Soho  

 Bar Italia – also in Soho; terrific coffee, great people watching, and a London institution  

 Bone Daddies – Great Ramen restaurant, Soho  

 Polpo – Venetian-inspired bar and restaurant, Soho and Covent Garden  

 Rules Restaurant – the oldest restaurant in London, near Covent Garden  

 Dinner by Heston Blumenthal – Knightsbridge  

 Restaurant St. John, Smithfield  



 St. John Bread and Wine, Spitalfields  

Oxford:  

 Vault & Gardens – café, breakfast, lunch, near the Radcliffe Camera  

Stratford-upon-Avon:  

 The Dirty Duck – also known as the Black Swan; where all the actors go post-

performance, just down the road from the RSC  

Venice:  

 Al Covo, Castello  

 Cantina Do Mori, Rialto  

 All’Arco, Rialto  

 Alaska Gellateria, Santa Croce  

 La Cantina, Cannaregio  

 Alfredo’s Fresh Pasta to Go, Castello/San Marco  

 Trattoria Da Romano, Burano – favourite haunt of Hemingway; legendary risotto  

 

Accommodation Recommendations: 

 Gloucester Place Hotel, Marble Arch/London  

 Broadlands Guest House, Stratford-upon-Avon  

 Grand Metropole Hotel, Blackpool  

 Hotel Orion, San Marco, Venice  

 Appart’City Amiens Gare Cathédrale, Amiens  


